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S26653 Letter to OHIM
Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and Designs)
Avenida de Europa, 4
Alicante
E-03008
Spain
BY MYPAGE AND FACSIMILE ONLY +34 96 513 1344
(46 pages total)
7 June 2012
Attention: Monica Gimenez Hernandez
Dear Sirs
Community Trade Mark Registration No 1224831 OSHO in the name of Osho
International Foundation (“OIF”) and Application for invalidation No 5064C by
Osho Lotus Commune e.V. (“Osho Lotus”)
Our Reference: S26653/RAC/AS
We make the following submissions in response to the third submissions of the
Applicant for invalidity, Osho Lotus Commune e.V. dated 4 January 2013 and 10
January 2013.
Introduction and Summary
Prior to making these submissions, we respectfully point out that no new claims
have been made on behalf of the Registered Proprietor. Any new items of evidence
in the form of exhibits have been provided in order to respond to the Applicant’s
most recent submissions or relate to arguments made in our previous submissions.
As such, we will provide the Examiner with what we would hope to be the
Registered Proprietor’s (“OIF’s”) final submissions in this round of proceedings. We
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trust that these submissions will bring an end to the evidence rounds for both
parties.
As we have pointed out previously in both our first and second set of submissions,
OIF has incurred significant cost and time in defending its rightfully registered
trade mark rights and the Applicant’s malicious attack and continuous denial
of factual evidential material, cannot be allowed to continue. OIF has been
forced for too long to rebut and respond to inaccurate, misleading and unsupported
allegations which appear, to date, to be submitted by the Applicant without
consequence. As we have evidenced in our summary of OIF’s history with factual
and legally binding material, both before and after Osho’s death, Osho’s name was
being used as a brand name for the products and works created under that brand,
with his permission. The trade mark OSHO was registered by OIF, not for the
purposes of claiming a monopoly as the Applicant would have the Board believe,
but for the purposes of acquiring formal protection for a trade mark that it had used
and in which it had acquired a substantial reputation as a brand name for many
years. A trade mark was sought in order to protect and sustain the works under
OIF’s ownership in order to guarantee the quality and origin of the products created
and branded as OSHO products. At the time of registration the mark was
considered distinctive by multiple trade mark offices around the world and still
performs the function of a trade mark today.
The proceedings are having a serious detrimental effect on the Registered
Proprietor’s business and we ask that the baseless invalidation, evidenced by the
substantial and overwhelmingly disproportionate amount of evidence in favour of the
Registered Proprietor is dismissed as soon as possible so that our client can
continue with its business unhindered by a small group attack on a worldwide and
reputable brand.
The most recent submissions of the Applicant simply repeat the irrelevant and
unsupported arguments previously provided by the Applicant throughout these
proceedings. The Applicant understands the need for any allegations to be
supported by submissions as it incorrectly states that part of our
submissions are not supported by evidence but does not provide any
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evidence or logical reasoning as to why this is the case. In its submissions, the
Applicant’s comments follow the pattern of fancifully worded arguments based on
false assertions and misleading untruths without any substance or supporting
evidence. Because it is unable to provide a valid response to the voluminous
amounts of evidential material submitted by the Registered Proprietor, it
thoughtlessly denies the validity of such submissions in complete disregard of the
factual and legally binding evidence before the Board. It is quite easy for anyone to
simply deny the existence of fact, but the Applicant has failed on all occasions to
provide any evidence to the contrary.
Throughout these proceedings, the Applicant has denied all existence of OIF and its
function as the source of all intellectual property rights including copyrights and
trade marks. This is despite its knowledge and proven involvement with OIF as the
source of all Osho’s works (Please see Annex 8 of Klaus Steeg’s witness statement
as included in our submissions of 29 July 2011 and page 4 of our submission dated
29 July 2011 which discusses the evidence included in Klaus Steeg’s witness
statement at paragraphs 55 to 64 and 67. We also refer the Examiner to Exhibits KS
40, 47 and KS 52 to KS 65 of our submissions dated 29 July 2011 which provide
factual documentary evidence of the Applicant’s acceptance of the trade mark and
the OIF). The Applicant has attempted to play down the role of the OIF in order to
mislead the Board into thinking that no source of the works has ever existed when
this is clearly not the case (Please see the second supplemental witness statement
of Mr. Philip Toelkes attached at Annex PT3 and the previous submissions of 29
July 2011 and 9 July 2012 discussing the history of the OIF.)
As further proof of the Applicant’s denial of fact, we point the Board to the
Applicant’s submissions on page 8 where the Applicant boldly states that during our
outline of the history of OIF there was never a trade mark for RAJNEESH or OSHO
for meditation services. These statements are nothing more than a fancifully worded
story that the Applicant would have the Board believe without any supporting
material and with a total disregard for factual evidence. To highlight the extent of the
Applicant’s inconsiderate denial of facts, we remind the Examiner that we had
previously provided the Applicant with records of both RAJNEESH and OSHO trade
marks. We specifically refer the Examiner to KS6 of our submissions of 29 July
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2011 which are trade mark records of the mark RAJNEESH, a selection of which
date back to the 70’s and 80’s. We also refer the Board to Exhibits KS64 and KS65
which show use of the mark, with the registered trade mark symbol and with a clear
notice under license, by the Applicant, advertising meditation services. At the time of
these adverts the OSHO trade mark was registered in Switzerland and expanded to
Europe as explained in our submissions of 9 July 2012 at page 3.
The most recent submissions have also been supported by unprofessional,
irrelevant and personal comments on the part of the Applicant’s
representatives that have no relevance to the issues of this case. Whilst we
note the comments made in the Applicant’s submissions, we will follow case law
before OHIM on this point and dismiss the comments as irrelevant, unsupported
submissions. We trust that the Board will take the same approach.
Therefore, whilst we do not feel a response to these most recent submissions
is necessary, we will provide the Examiner with our comments based on the
seriousness of the allegations made therein. The Registered Proprietor does not
feel it is necessary to comment on the unrelated and unfounded allegations of fraud,
tax avoidance and claims that the copyright of associated works under the OSHO
brand are disputed asserted by the Applicant without any evidence. To remove any
doubt OIF, Switzerland is not tax exempt and there is no dispute over the ownership
of the copyrighted works. All copyrights are owned by OIF. As we have previously
evidenced, it was in fact the Applicant’s director, Robert Doetsch who signed the
assignment of copyright in 1985 when he held the position of director for the
Registered Proprietor (Please see Annex 8 of Klaus Steeg’s witness statement as
included in our submissions of 29 July 2011). These comments have been made by
the Applicant with the intention of prejudicing the Registered Proprietor.
The Applicant also attacks the validity of the assignment documents helpfully
provided to outline the history of OIF and to show that the mark has always been
used and recognised as a trade mark. We remind the Board that these documents
were included in response to the Applicant’s own claims that OIF had no right to use
the mark OSHO and had no affiliation with the creator of the products offered under
the mark OSHO. The Applicant initially claimed that “hundreds of centres” were
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using the mark freely only to be countered by evidence of licenses for all instances
of use claimed, disproving the Applicant’s claim entirely. The Applicant’s attack
follows the strategy taken against the license evidence, namely, that where the
Applicant is unable to provide any evidence to the contrary, it will simply deny that
the factual documents are valid. It does not provide facts to disprove the
documents, but submits unsupported allegations against documents, which it has
no competence to challenge, in order to prejudice OIF and the witnesses in our
submission. Whilst a response to the unsupported and wild claims questioning the
validity of the assignment documents in our submissions is unnecessary, we refer
the Examiner to the second supplemental witness statement of Mr. Philip Toelkes
attached at Annex PT3, confirming the validity of all documents attacked by the
Applicant and confirming the history of OIF. The second supplemental statement
also confirms without doubt the Applicant’s intentions to prejudice the Registered
Proprietor. We point out that Mr. Toelkes is a US Attorney at Law, and was
previously Osho’s personal attorney as well as the attorney for several foundations
involved in the history of the copyright and trademarks discussed here. He is
therefore particularly well suited and qualified to comment on the validity of the
documents.
Despite our previous comments (with reference to T –122/99 Procter & Gamble v
OHIM and T-331/99 GIROFORM at page 9 of our submissions dated 29 July 2011
and page 5 of our submissions of 9 July 2012), the Applicant has for the third
time relied heavily upon the invalidation case before the US Patent and Trade
Marks Office. These comments are entirely irrelevant and have been
misinterpreted, have been presented in an entirely misleading way, have been
taken out of context and show a complete lack of understanding of EU law on
the part of the Applicant. It is clear that the Applicant is relying so heavily on these
irrelevant submissions as it does not have access to any other supporting evidence
of value to meet the requirements of a successful invalidation action. Of the 10
exhibits provided, 6 relate to the US proceedings. This equates to approximately 107
pages of the Applicants 138 pages of evidence. We have also previously stated that
the US proceedings were based on different legal and factual grounds and
arguments, and did not rely on the same evidence relied upon by OIF in the current
proceedings. Significantly, the US decision was not appealed due to financial
constraints. If the decision had been appealed, we believe that OIF would have had
strong grounds for succeeding in an appeal based on blatant flaws and unsupported
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submissions. As it is not OHIM practise to give any weight to national decisions from
outside its jurisdiction, the Applicant knew these submissions to be entirely irrelevant
which were offered to solely prejudice the Registered Proprietor, discredit the valid
and helpful witness statements submitted in these proceedings and mislead the
Board reviewing the invalidation action. We ask the OHM to disregard Exhibits A 66,
67, 68, 69, 70 and 71. We also note that translations have not been provided for
Exhibits A 64 and A73 within the time limit set by the office under Rule 38(2) CTMIR.
In accordance with R 826/2010-4,‘MANUFACTURE PRIM 1949 (FIG.MARK)’, para.
25, these documents should be deemed not to have been received by the Office
should not be taken into account under Rule 98(2) CTMIR. The remaining exhibits,
namely Exhibit A 65 and A 72 should also be disregarded as they are wholly
irrelevant or show use of the mark as a trade mark.
Response to Applicant
Despite the Applicant’s claims that the mark is generic and is used by hundreds of
individuals, the Applicant has not provided the OHIM with any evidence which
proves beyond doubt that the mark OSHO is descriptive, nor has it provided
any evidence that the term is used by “hundreds of centres” in a generic form.
The Applicant has not provided any evidence to counter OIF’s evidence obtained
from its vast record of archived documents, which establishes that use of the mark
by the “hundreds of centres” is in fact consensual use (We have evidenced this on
multiple occasions throughout the proceedings and point the Examiner to the first
witness statement of Klaus Steeg in our submissions of 29 July 2011, specifically at
paragraph 79 where we have shown that every single instance of claimed generic
use is use by a licensee of OIF). If the Applicant’s claims had any truth to them, the
Applicant would have access to hundreds if not thousands of examples of free,
generic use that it could offer as evidence, yet it fails to provide one significant
example of such use. Furthermore, it would have a clear and globally recognised
definition for the word ‘Osho’ being used in its descriptive context, without any
association or contact to OIF. However, it does not and provides only a loose,
confusing and contradictory “meaning” for the word Osho that only the Applicant can
interpret. The Applicant is the only entity that refers to the definition of an ‘Osho
Vision’.
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The Applicant’s submissions that the mark is contrary to public morality and
offensive to the public are also severely flawed and unsupported. If the claims
were to be true the Applicant would also have access to a wealth of supporters
whose ‘religious’ beliefs had been offended. We point out that as of today’s date, the
Registered Proprietors Facebook page www.facebook.com/OSHO.international has
945,000 friends/likes; The Spanish language Facebook site
www.facebook.com/OSHOespanol has 55,000 friends/likes; the Twitter page
www.twitter.com/OSHO has 80,000+ followers, its YouTube Channel
www.YouTube.com/OSHOinternational has 133,000 subscribers, with its content
having over 29,000,000 million views. The OSHO International Meditation Resort
Facebook site www.facebook.com/OSHO.international.meditation.resort has
111,000 friends/likes.
If the Applicant’s allegations were true, these social media streams would be riddled
with negative commentary from users who believe OSHO to be a religion, and who
would have taken offence to its use as a trade mark or users that share the same
views of the Applicant and who would want to express their opinion. However, there
are no such complaints. None. The Applicant, which has been a European OSHO
Centre, did not provide a single letter or customer email expressing moral outrage
about the OSHO trademark. It is also worthy of note that not one witness relied upon
by the Applicant referred to OSHO as a religion but chose to describe themselves as
‘Therapists’. (Please see the Applicants attachments at Exhibit 49, 54a-w, 55, 58
and 59 and the response submitted in the second witness statement of Klaus Steeg
included in our submissions of 9 July 2012).
Claims of Generic and Descriptive Use
Throughout its submissions, the Applicant has attempted to show that the term
‘OSHO Meditations’ is a generic term for meditations ‘inspired’ by the work of OSHO
but it has not provided any reliable evidence to support this submission. We must
point out that no other form of meditation traditions, such as ‘Transcendental
Meditations’, ‘Buddhist Meditations’, ‘Zen Meditations’, ‘Mindfulness Meditations’,
‘Hindu Meditations’ or ‘Christian Meditations’ use the word OSHO or need to use
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word OSHO as a generic reference. With reference to page 9, 17 and 18 of our
submissions dated 29 July 2011 and the witness statement of Klaus Steeg as
included in our submissions of July 2011 at pages18, 19 and 20, it is clear that
OSHO is the brand name used in relation to the dissemination of meditations of
certain characteristics and specific structures devised by the Proprietor or under
license from the Proprietor. The trade mark is only used on products designed by
Osho himself or by OIF as a means of identifying the source of those products. (We
refer the Examiner to page, 9, 17, 18 and 19 of our submissions dated 29 July 2011
and the witness statement of Klaus Steeg included in those submissions at page 18,
19 and 20 which discuss exhibits KS 25, 27, 29, 30 and 32. I also refer to the
Applicant’s own evidence at exhibits A28 to A30 which show use of OSHO branded
meditations).
In addition to the unsupported allegations that the mark OSHO is generic, the
Applicant also claims that the mark can be descriptive for meditation services.
However, they do not provide any independent examples of this descriptive use
other than the use by a licensee of OIF. With reference to our earlier submissions
and evidence as referenced in the paragraph above, the descriptive element and
name of the meditations is clear to see, for example ‘ACTIVE MEDITATION’,
‘DYNAMIC MEDITATION’, ‘KUNDALINI MEDITATION’. These meditations are
totally different from each other and cannot be described in one word. The trade
mark OSHO is then applied to the meditations as the brand name and source origin
of the meditations just as RAJNEESH was applied to the meditations before the
change of name (We refer the Examiner to page 15 of our submissions dated 29
July 2011 and page 5 of our submissions dated 9 July 2012). The referenced
evidence above clearly shows that OSHO is not descriptive of the services for which
it is registered and cannot describe each and every of the many meditations,
products or services featuring the brand name.
We have also shown that the Applicant’s own submissions are inconsistent and
contradictory. With reference to page 17 and 18 of our submissions dated 29 July
2011, (Specifically Appendix 10 which includes an archived version of the
Applicant’s associated website www.oshouta.de) the Applicant had previously used
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the mark OSHO as a branding reference in respect of the meditations provided.
However, the Applicant then changed its website and offered the descriptive
meditations, namely, ‘ACTIVE MEDITATIONS’, ‘KUNDALINI MEDITATIONS’ and
‘DYNAMIC MEDITATIONS’ without the OSHO branding (Please see Appendix 10 as
mentioned above and page 6 of our submissions dated 9 July 2012 at page 6 with
reference to Annexes UTA and MED). These examples clearly show that even the
Applicant itself does not use the mark OSHO in a generic or descriptive sense,
hence its inability to provide any evidence of such descriptive use.
Quite simply, the Applicant has not been able to provide uncontroverted
evidence of any of the above points as such evidential material does not exist.
Instead it has attempted to focus its arguments on self-created and exaggerated
evidence knowing that it has no third party use to hand. We have referred to this
previously in our submissions of 9 July 2012 (page 7). In the most recent
submissions at Exhibit A 64 (which we submit should be discredited as a translation
has not been provided), the Applicant has provided an extract of what is claimed to
be an example of descriptive use of the mark OSHO. However, this relates to one
chapter in a book titled “Meditation: History, Research, Theory” by Klaus Engel.
The book includes only one paragraph titled “Osho’s Meditationen” (Osho’s
Meditations) by Swami Ramateertha which is applicant’s director Robert Doetsch.
However, this is dressed up to appear as though it represents how the relevant
public perceive the mark. The Applicant states that we, as the Registered
Proprietor, have not provided any evidence to show how the relevant public
perceive the mark. We remind the Applicant that it is they who are bringing the
invalidation proceedings. And they have not provided any evidence of the
perception of the public other than to provide examples of licensed and authorised
use of the OSHO mark. No public survey of the relevant public has been
undertaken or provided. It is surprising that no evidence whatsoever of the
perception of the relevant public has not been provided by the Applicant, particularly
given its claims that “hundreds” of centres were using the mark freely and that many
members of the public have been offended by the Registered Proprietor’s use of the
mark.
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As an example of the fancifully worded and wholly misleading statements of the
Applicant, we refer to page 4 of their submissions in respect of the decision of the
German Patent Court. As we have already discussed (please refer to page 10 of
our first submissions dated 29 July 2011 and page 5 of our submissions dated 9
July 2012) this case has no bearing on the case at hand as the mark applied for in
that case was “EU TIMES”. However, the Applicant relies on this case heavily in its
attempt to mislead the Board suggesting that the case reflects a perception of the
contested mark in a substantial part of the EU as opposed to being an incorrect
passing reference made by the Judge in that case. The Applicant attempts to
convince the Board that it was the “OSHO TIMES” mark that did not qualify for
registration in Germany through its incorrect and deceptive submissions that;
“..the case is relevant as a trademark that does not qualify for registration for
absolute grounds in part of the EU does not qualify for registration as a CTM.”
The case does not relate to the mark “OSHO TIMES” or OSHO, it does not
relate to meditation services, it does not issue a decision or even discuss the
registrability of the mark “OSHO TIMES” in Germany and without doubt the
case does not provide a perception of the mark OSHO in Germany. The
lengths to which the Applicant has gone in its attempts to deceive the Board through
an exaggeration of irrelevant comments whilst obstructing and distorting relevant
facts defies belief. This example provides a true picture of the Applicant’s intentions
to the Board.
In its submissions, the Applicant’s wholly unsupported allegations go as far as
being based on hypothetical statements which are presented in inverted
commas to give the impression of relevance. The Applicant states on Page 16
of its submissions that:
“In some way there was some kind of an atmospheric of... I don't know what...
which was creating a general feeling that there must be ... something
....something that could be understood as a trademark.... somehow."
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Such submissions are unsupported and have no relevance in legal
proceedings. The Applicant even fails to grasp the fact that the registration of a
mark in block capitals provides protection for any stylised font used by
authorised and licensed centres as it claims at Page 17 of its submissions that;
“the different appearance of Osho's name in advertising and on the websites of
the various meditation centers and therapist does not show a consistent way
of use of Osho's name and therefore suggests that the use is not under a
central control but decided upon only by the individual meditation center or
therapist.”
It provides no evidence of the inconsistent use alleged. The Applicant only
chooses to submit that all ‘controlled use’ of a trade mark must be in a uniform
manner citing “McDonald’s” restaurants as an example. Controlled use of a
validly registered trade mark results from the policing and monitoring of a trade
mark as applied to the goods and services for which it is registered whilst
ensuring that use falls within guidelines specified by the owner of that trade
mark to guarantee quality and origin. The Applicant’s recommendations that a
trade mark can be protected without the need for a registration under the laws
of Unfair Competition Law are irrelevant. The Applicant appears to ignore the
fundamental principle of why a trade mark is registered, namely, to identify and
guarantee the source of origin of goods or services, in this instance, for
specifically designed and branded products under the trade mark OSHO. OIF
has submitted a substantial amount of evidence to prove the fact that the mark
is, without doubt, used as a trade mark and we do not feel further comment is
necessary on this point (we refer to the Examiner to the first witness statement
of Klaus Steeg at paragraph 30, as included in our submissions of 29 July
2011. We also refer the Examiner to our submissions of 9 July 2012 at pages
5 and 6).

We must point out to the Board that the only entity questioning the validity of the
trade mark OSHO or taking religious offence is the Applicant. OIF has continued to
operate without any issues over the use of the mark OSHO by all of its other
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licensed centres and without any religious complaints. In fact, there have been no
‘religious view’ complaints in the entire history of both the RAJNEESH and
OSHO trade marks. It is no coincidence that despite the global popularity,
recognition and reputation of the brand OSHO through OIF’s controlled and
consistent use of the mark, the only action against the validity of the trade mark has
been brought by a small group of closely-linked and aggrieved individuals, once
affiliated to the Registered Proprietor (see the second witness statement of Klaus
Steeg included in our submissions of 9 July 2012 in response to the Applicant’s
witness statements at Exhibit 49, 54a-w, 55, 58 and 59 which proves beyond doubt
that all witnesses used by the Applicant are all either licensees, former licensees or
associated with the Applicant) who have previously publicised their intentions to
attack OIF’s intellectual property rights and have campaigned to bring the
organisation down for its own commercial advantage absent any religious interests
whatsoever (Please see our submissions of 9 July 2012 at page 2 and page 3 of our
submissions of 29 July 2011.). The Examiner will recall that Osho Friends Europe
e.V. (a registered association in Germany), an entity linked to the Applicant as
shown at Exhibit KS 66 and 67, was set up purely to attack the trade marks and
copyright of the Registered Proprietor to bring the copyrights and trade marks of
OIF into the public domain. The Applicant has previously attempted to gain
supporters to its cause but has failed to do so. Attempts to gather supporters
from within the meditation and education sector, through existing licensed users and
the German and EU public at large have all failed as is evident by the sheer lack of
any evidence from independent third parties and the absence of evidence attesting
to the public perception of the mark. Only the very small group of closely linked
disgruntled individuals, the majority of who were also previously affiliated with the
Registered Proprietor have been convinced to join the legal attack started by Osho
Lotus e.V. By no means does this insignificant group represent a portion of the
relevant public in any country. We cannot stress enough the fact that the Applicant
itself is using the mark in a commercial context, offering no ‘religious’
activities, it does not provide membership to members of the public and is
nothing more than an association functioning as a holding entity for shares of
commercial companies (Please see the witness statement of Klaus Steeg as
included in the submissions of 29 July 2011 at pages 26 and 27 and the
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evidence at exhibits KS 48 and 49). This is quite the contrary to its arguments
that OSHO is a religion. We further point out to the Board that the Applicant has
not denied that the attack is a malicious one or provided any evidence to show that
the witness are not related parties.
We submit that the intentions of the Applicant are now clear beyond doubt and at its
third attempt; the Applicant has not been able to provide the required evidence
for a successful invalidation action under Article 7(1)(b), (c) and Article 7(1)(f)
CTMR. The invalidation action is nothing more than a confusing and muddled action,
lacking in consistency or any thoughtful research. Accordingly, the application for
invalidation must fail. As we have submitted previously, it would create an untenable
and dangerous precedent should the registration be declared invalid without any
clear evidence of invalidity, particularly given the reputation and well-known status of
the OSHO trade mark.
“Spiritual” arguments and names of “spiritual” leaders
We refer the OHIM back to our first and second sets of submissions and evidence in
relation to this argument and add the following. (Please see our previous
submissions on the point of Article 7(1)(f) at page 19 of our submissions dated 29
July 2011 and page 4 of our submissions dated 9 July 2012).
Whilst the Applicant continues to draw references with ancient religious leaders or
figures such as Buddha or Dakini founded over 2500 years ago, it fails to
acknowledge the fact that such examples cannot be compared to the term OSHO, a
word created as a name and then brand name in 1989. As discussed in our
previous submissions, the term OSHO is the name of a 20th Century contemporary
author, living at the time of use of his name and personally instructed use of his
name as a trade mark. The terms used by the Applicant are recognised and
universal terms that feature in a religion recognised and followed by over a billion
followers. Quite simply, and as we have evidenced, OSHO is not a religion and does
not stand for a religious view, nor was Osho himself a religious leader (please see
page 13 of our submissions dated 29 July 2011). In any event, the question before
OHIM is not to establish whether OSHO is a religion, but whether the mark
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OSHO should be invalidated on the basis that it has offended a portion of the
public or that it is contrary to public policy. As we have shown above, the
Applicant itself has failed to provide any evidence that the mark is offensive or
contrary to public policy despite the mark’s global reputation and presence on many
social media platforms where the opportunity for such discussion is prevalent. The
mark has been in use as a trade mark for over twenty one years and has been
previously been acknowledged by Applicant in multiple licensing agreements for
multiple classes and services, as we have mentioned, there has been not a single
reported instance of offence being caused by the use of this mark. Neither the
Applicant nor any individual of the public has ever objected to the registration of
OSHO in the relevant ‘publication period’ allowing public input or objection to any of
the various trade mark registrations for the mark OSHO covering multiple classes of
goods and services. On this basis, and in addition to the Applicant’s contradictory
use of the mark in a commercial context, (please see paragraphs 4 to 51 of Klaus
Steeg’s witness statement as contained in the submissions of 29 July 2011. We also
refer the Examiner to our previous submissions on the point of Article 7(1)(f) at page
19 of our submissions dated 29 July 2011 and page 4 of our submissions dated 9
July 2012) it is clear beyond doubt that there are no grounds for finding that
registration of the mark is contrary to public order or morality.
Licensed use
As the Applicant has failed to provide evidence of any instances of third party use
not associated with the Registered Proprietor other than through licensed users, it
has continued with its desperate and unsupported submissions that an agreement
between the rightful registered trade mark owner and a third party is somehow
invalid and that the ‘license system is without relevance in these proceedings’. It
does so with full knowledge that it was once a licensee and recognised the trade
mark as a valid trade mark only just before the action for invalidation. As we have
evidenced and discussed in our submissions on several occasions, the Applicant
itself, and its multiple corporate entities, have acknowledged the OSHO mark, have
sought consent and have agreed terms to use the mark, all without any complaint.
We also submit that Applicant has not disproven any item of evidence included on
this matter. (We refer the Examiner to page 4 of our submission dated 29 July 2011
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which discusses the evidence included in Klaus Steeg’s witness statement at
paragraphs 55 to 64 and 67. We also refer the Examiner to Exhibits KS 40, 47 and
KS 52 to KS 65 of our submissions dated 29 July 2011 which provide factual
documentary evidence of the Applicant’s acceptance of the trade mark under
various Letters of Understanding, Trade Mark and Copyright Agreements and use of
the Trade Mark Notice by the Applicant in the “OSHO TIMES” publications). This
submission is without any substance and has been adequately addressed and
evidenced in our previous sets of submissions proving without doubt that the
invalidation is without any founded grounds (we refer the Examiner to the second
witness statement of Philip Toelkes in our submissions dated 9 July 2012).
However, we would point out that the evidence of authorised use on the basis of
agreements and licenses far outweighs the alleged unauthorised use claimed by the
Applicant but not evidenced. We remind the Board that it was, in fact, the Applicant
that initiated our response and evidence on the issue of authorised and licensed
use, where it attempted to claim authorised use as use by “hundreds of different
centres” in its first set of submissions (as answered in the witness statement of
Klaus Steeg in our submissions of 29 July 2011, specifically at paragraph 79).
However, the Applicant now submits that the licensed use is without relevance in an
attempt to break free of the evidence it once denied existed, namely licensed use by
the Applicant and many other third parties (see page 8 of our second submissions
dated 9 July 2012 and the witness statement of Klaus Steeg submitted with those
submissions, in particular the response to the Applicant’s evidence at Exhibit 49,
54a-w, 55, 58 and 59). We have shown beyond all doubt that the proprietor has
policed and managed the use of the OSHO mark since as early as 1989, where it
was the only licensing source of all intellectual property related to Osho, including,
as we have submitted from 1989 onwards in brand name OSHO and the trade mark
OSHO since 1991. We also remind the Board that OIF was the source of all names
for OSHO meditation centre’s via its arm, Osho Global Connections. This was the
case when the trade mark was RAJNEESH and continued to be the case when the
brand changed to OSHO (we refer the Examiner to pages 13 and 20 of our
submissions dated 29 July 2011 and to the witness statement of Klaus Steeg as
included in our submissions dated 29 July 2011, at page 12 and KS 9, KS 14 and
KS 15.)
Accordingly, we submit that no evidence has been submitted to show that the
OSHO mark is used without authorisation. As such, the mark is not generic and
should be deemed validly registered.
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Conclusion
Not one clear and indisputable example of descriptive use has been proved by
the Applicant. This establishes that OSHO is used legitimately by other third
parties and any alleged instances of such use have all been shown to be
licensed and authorised use by OIF or have been disproved by the Registered
Proprietor. This is despite the fact that the OSHO mark enjoys a prominent
position on leading social media platforms that would be the first point of call
for disgruntled users of the mark or users that may be offended by the mark’s
use as a trade mark. Therefore, the Applicant’s arguments and allegations are
inconsistent with the current use of the mark by OIF, the perception of the mark
and its global recognition by consumers. Instead, the Applicant has launched
an unsupported attack on the validity of factual and legally binding licenses and
documents provided by OIF in response to its own submissions. It does so in
the knowledge that it is unable to justify or support the grounds for invalidation
and so aims to prejudice the rightful owner of a validly registered trade mark
and its witnesses.
We have made it clear to the Examiner that this invalidation is nothing more
than a malicious and methodical attack by a small group of individuals linked to
the Applicant, in an attempt to destroy the reputation and identity of the rightful
owner of the OSHO trade mark. Whilst the Applicant has continued its attack
with fancifully worded submissions, OIF has entirely refuted each allegation
made against it. The evidence and submissions in favour of the Registered
Proprietor far outweigh the groundless and unsupported claims of the
Applicant.
As is now established beyond doubt, the mark OSHO has been used as a
trade mark by OIF for many years, and was considered a trade mark at the
time of its filing by multiple, competent authorities around the world. Since that
time the mark has been used in a controlled manner by the Registered
Proprietor who has taken care to protect its rights and provide guidelines when
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authorising others to use the mark, including the Applicant. For over two
decades it has remained a validly registered trade mark without any challenge.
OIF is globally recognised and respected as the source of OSHO products in
relation to meditation services and education relating to meditation and this
was acknowledged by the Applicant itself. What is at stake here is the
guarantee to consumers that OSHO branded products are genuine OSHO
products and techniques. As we have demonstrated, all authorised third party
use and use by licensees is within the within the guidelines provided by OIF
(We refer to the witness statements of Klaus Steeg as provided in our
submissions of 29 July 2011 and 9 July 2012). Only the Applicant possesses a
different view on the use of the OSHO mark, a view that matches its
commercial ambitions. Should the trade mark be removed, the trade mark will
no longer act as a guarantee of origin for genuine OSHO products.
Accordingly, consumers will no longer be able to trust that OSHO products are
genuine products emanating from OIF. Such free use will remove the mark
from the products it was intended and created for and the well-established and
recognised products under the OSHO brand will be lost and unrecoverable.
The many consumers currently using the OSHO branded products and the
Registered Proprietor will be the ones to suffer if the mark were to be declared
invalid as the genuine products will merge together with products based on
‘inspiration’ and not factual design. This fact is well known to the Applicant for
invalidity. The subsequent damage that would be incurred on the part of the
Registered Proprietor would be profound and irreversible.
Despite the Applicant’s failed attempts to mislead the Board, without evidence
of descriptive or generic use that normally lends itself to invalidity proceedings
and without evidence of an offence of public morality, the mark must remain a
validly registered trade mark. Certainly, a well-known mark cannot be
declared invalid simply because one entity incorrectly and unfoundedly
describes the creator of the works as a religious figure. Furthermore, those
rights cannot be taken away based on wholly unsupported allegations of invalid
use by one small, self-interested and closely-linked group of individuals.
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Accordingly, we urge the Examiner to follow the supported submissions in this
case, and not the unsupported and unnecessary comments of a disgruntled,
once affiliated circle of individuals, shown to be linked to the Applicant. We
submit that the Application for Invalidity must fail under Article 7(1)(b), (c) and
(f) CTMR, and we ask that a full award of costs be made in favour of the
Registered Proprietor.
Yours faithfully

Keltie LLP
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KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS

THAT I, BHAGWAN SHREE RAJNEESH, presently residing at
Rancho Rajneesh also known as Rajneeshpuram, near Antelope,
in the County of Wasco, Oregon do hereby amend and
supplement that certain Power of Attorney, composed of 3 pages
and notarization,- executed by me November, 19th 1981,

Except

as amended or supplemented hereby, that said Power of Attorney
shall remain in full force and effect.
I execute this document to more completely state my
intention to maintain my separation from worldly activities and
divestiture of all worldly possessions.

My grant of power and

authority to Ma Anand Sheela includes not only the power to act
for me, but also the transfer and assignment of all such
power and authority from me to Ma Anand Sheela. • I withdrew
from worldly matters long ago.

By the execution of the afore-

said Power of Attorney and this amendment I have intended and do
intend to formally divest myself of any right or power to act with
respect to worldly matters, activities or events.

Thus, where

the aforesaid Power of Attorney speaks of the "grant" of
power, it is amended to include the "transfer" of all of such
powers and authority, generally and specifically.
In addition, the aforesaid Power of Attorney is supplemented by inclusion of the following material on page 3
following paragraph 10:
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1

%•
11. To act with rcspect to my name, likeness, writings, copyrights, trademarks, tradenames, and any other property, and
any possessions, rights or other tangible or intangible things
or choses

in action to which I am now legally entitled or

shall become entitled in the future as if such things were her
own - that is, to permit, prevent, control, transfer, license,
sell, give away or otherwise keep or dispose of any such right
or property.
IN V7ITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunder set my hand this 1st day of
May, in the year one thousand, nine hundred and eighty two.

x;
v\

!

C

AV "

x ' W

BHAGWAN SHREE RAJNEESH

On this 1st day of May, A.D. 19 82, before me personally
appeared BHAGWAN SHREE RAJNEESH to me known to be the person
described in and who executed the foregoing instrument composed
of two pages and entitled. Assignment and Amendment of Power of
Attorney and acknowledged that he executed the same as his free
act and deed.

Notary Public for the State
of Oregon
My ccimnission expires

AIS? J?i"j
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